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ABSTRACT
Through a cost matrix and a combination of classifiers, this work identifies the most economical
model to perform the detection of suspected cases of fraud in a dataset of automobile claims.
The experiments performed by this work show that working more deeply in sampled data in the
training phase and test phase of each classifier is possible obtain a more economic model than
other model presented in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of suspected cases of fraud aims to find anomaly patterns in a given population,
could be performed in manually or automatically [1]. This task has been applied in various fields
like insurance [2], finance [3] and telecommunications [4], etc.
The algorithms used in Data Mining to classification tasks are usually based on heuristics, and
thus there is an optimal classifier to perform classification tasks in large datasets [5].
Using a set of 100 samples of training data, this work performs the training and testing of
classifiers, whose are applied in an automobile claims dataset that has suspected cases of fraud.
After this classifier are combined in a parallel topology that use a combination of results by vote
techniques to perform a final classification of each objects.
The classifiers created by this work are evaluated economically. [6] presents a cost matrix that to
identified the savings generated by models used in detection of suspected cases of fraud. This cost
matrix will used by this work to create a set of classifiers containing the most saving models of
detection fraud.
The section 2 from this work presents some researches created to detection suspected cases of
fraud. The section 3 presents a methodology used to create the most saving model to detect
suspected cases of fraud in an automobile claims dataset. The section 4 presents the results
obtained when the classifiers are applied individually and when applied by set of classifiers in the
testing dataset to detect suspected cases of fraud.
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2. RELATED WORKED
The most common technique to fraud detection by Data Mining is find patterns that shows a
behavior uncommon inside of dataset [7]. The Data Mining works with different data exploration
models and solutions to specifics fraud cases were proposed [7]:
•

•

•

•

•

Insurance: [6] used individual classifiers and multi classifier system to detect fraud in an
automobile claim dataset. The individual classifiers are Decision Tree by C4.5, Naïve Bayes
and Artificial Neural Network. The multi classifier system is a combination of Decision
Tree, Naïve Bayes and Artificial Neural Network by Stacking-bagging algorithm. The results
showed that multi classifier system was the most saving model to detect suspected cases of
fraud.
Credit Card: [8] presents three techniques used in credit card fraud detection, Artificial
Neural Network, Logistic Regression and Decision Tree. According [1] the most techniques
used in credit card fraud detection are Outliers Detection and Artificial Neural Network.
Telecommunications: The works to fraud detection in telecommunication field focus on
trying to identify the use of services without authorization by Artificial Neural Network,
Outliers Visualization and patterns recognition [1].
Online Auction: [9] presents a model to fraud detection to online auctions. The model used
decision tree created by C4.5 algorithm to classifiers suspicious transactions according to the
time that they occur. The criteria used to create the decision tree’s rules are the average of
positives feedbacks that vendors have and the price average of their products.
Health Insurance: [7] presents fraud cases performed in medical clinics, which impair
financially the insurance companies. The cases are detected by a model based on outlier
detection by Support Vector Machine.

3. METHODS TO FRAUD DETECTION
This section will present a methodology that this work is using to find the most saving model to
detect suspected cases of fraud. Will be presented the classifiers used in fraud detection, the
topology and a combination function used to perform a final prediction each objects.

3.1. Classifiers
The classifiers aims to identify the categories set that a object of given dataset belongs [10]. This
work selected three algorithms used in related works to perform the classification task in
automobile claims dataset:
•

•

•

Decision Tree C4.5: rule induction is one the most used methods used in fraud detection,
because is easy to analyze the decisions created by the algorithm [11]. The algorithm C4.5 is
used to induction decision tree. The decisions created by this algorithm are performed by the
evaluation of dataset’s features [12].
Naive Bayes: naive bayes is a static classifier based on Bayes Theorem that mix previous
knowledge a class by evidence selected in dataset [13]. The algorithm has a good
performance history compared to other algorithms applied in fraud detection of automobile
claims [14]. According [6] the algorithm is very efficient in large datasets and very efficient
to create classifiers.
Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVM is a binary classifier has been successfully applied in
tasks to pattern recognition [15]. The algorithm maximizes the decision limit between two
classes using a kernel function [10]. According [16] SVM is used in fraud detection tasks
because works very well in datasets with imbalanced class.
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The algorithms presented by this work are instable, because can change their forms when the
environment and conditions in which they applied change. This feature is important when the
combination of classifiers is performed, because each change in training dataset, different
classifications will be performed in each new classification model created in the training phase
[17].

3.2. Combination of Classifiers
The combination of classifier aims to perform classification tasks by combination of results
between different classifiers to predict the final classification of the each object in the dataset
[18].
This work combined the result of each algorithm previously presented to detect suspected cases
of fraud by parallel topology. According [5] the most systems that used combination of classifiers
used a parallel topology, which executes parallel all classifiers and combining their results using a
decision function. The Figure 1 presents a structure proposed by this work using a parallel
topology.

Figure 1. Structure of combination of classifiers using a parallel topology
Accord Figure 1 each object from dataset is applied trough all classifiers and each classifier will
present a different classification to object, it can be fraud or legal. The decision function will be
responsible for obtaining the classification object provide by each classifier and to perform the
final classification to each object.
The decision function used to perform the final classification was the vote technique AVGVote
[18]. As shown in equation 1, each classifier Cji inside in set of classifiers R, the AVGVote
function computes one vote in the object x classified as i.

(1)
3.3. Automobile Claim Dataset
The experiments presents in this work used an automobile claims dataset with suspected cases of
fraud. Each object from dataset is classified as fraud or legal. This dataset was used in [6] to
identify the most saving model to detect suspected cases of fraud.
The dataset has suspected cases of frauds between 1994 and 1996 and has 15.421 objects, and
each object has 6 numeric attributes and 25 categorical attributes. The preprocessing data was
performed following the orientations proposed by [6].
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The dataset was divided in two partitions to training and to testing the classifiers. The training
partition has automobile claims between 1994 and 1995 years, and the testing partition has
automobile claims of 1996 year.
There are imbalanced classes inside of dataset. This feature indicates that the classes are not
distributed in the same quantity inside of dataset [10]. If dataset presents this feature, the
generalization in each classifier can be adversely affected, thus classification tasks can be little
precise in its test phase.
According [10], one way to solve the imbalanced classes’ problem between the classes inside of
dataset is the subsample generation from dataset. Thus this work created various subsamples and
applied in the training and testing phase of each classifier.

3.4. Creating subsample data to training phase
According [10] the performance of a classifier depends of training data used in training phase.
Thus with the goal of finding the best subsample to train algorithms, 100 subsamples were
created. Between the first subsample and subsample number 71, there was a variation in the
quantity of objects, and the balanced class was between 50% fraud objects and 50% legal objects.
The variation of size of first subsample until the subsample 71 was on the order of 20 to randomly
selected objects and no repetition of objects. The subsample number 1 was composed of 20
objects and the size of each new subsample was the sum of size of the previous subsample plus
20 objects. Thus the subsample number 71 was composed by 1420 objects.
Because the training dataset has imbalanced classes, the variation of quantity of objects between
subsample number 72 until subsample number 100 was performed on the order 10 to 10 objects
only to objects that belongs to majority class, and there was not repetition of objects. The
subsample number 72 was composed by the sum of size of subsample plus the random selection
of 10 objects of majority class. This variation happened until subsample number 100.

3.5. Cost Model
[6] used a cost matrix to identify the most saving model to perform detection suspected cases of
fraud in the dataset. Based on the year 1996, the average cost per claim was about USD$ 2,540.00
and the average cost per investigation of suspected cases of fraud was about USD$ 203.00.
Using a confusion matrix [6] defined variables to identify the costs in each experiment performed
in his work. According Table 1 the quantity of True Positives (Hits) and the quantity of False
Negatives (False Alarm) were used to calculate the cost of suspected fraud claim. The quantity of
items classifieds like True Negatives (Normal) and the quantity of items classified like False
Negatives (Misses) were used to calculate the cost of each claim.
Table 1. Model Cost to Fraud Detection.
Variable
Hits
False Alarms
Misses
Normal

Cost
Quantity of Hits * Average cost per Investigation.
Quantity of False Alarms * (Average cost per
Investigation + Average cost per claim)
Number of Misses * Average cost per claim
Quantity of Normal * Average cost per claim
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The False Alarm items are the most expensive model, because this variable is defined by the cost
per investigation and by the cost per claim. The saving total of each model created was defined in
the Model Cost Savings variable by [6], as shown in equation 2.

(2)
The variable No Action is considering that all claims are Normal. Thus this variable is defined by
quantity claims in dataset multiplied by cost per claim. This work used the variable Model Cost
Savings to identify the best model created by each algorithm in each testing phase. This variable
was used too to compare the cost of combination of classifiers related the classifiers applied
manually and related the results presented in [6].

4. EXPERIMENTS
This work performed four experiments to detect suspected cases of fraud in the automobile claim
dataset. Three experiments that are divided by algorithm used the set of subsample to find the
most saving model, and the last one is related the combination of classifiers created by each
algorithm.
The Figure 2 show the process used to create the classification model proposed by this work. In
the first moment is performed a preprocessing data according [6]. The preprocessing data was
necessary to eliminate missing values and create new attributes that can grow the performance of
each classifier created in the training and testing phase.

Figure 2. Process to perform fraud detection
When the classifiers were applied in testing dataset a confusion matrix was extracted to calculate
all cost variables. It was possible calculate the value of Model Cost Saving variable, as shown in
equation 2, and get the most saving model created by each classifier. Each model selected as the
most saving was compare with the most saving model shown in [6]. This model is composed by
combination of classifiers created by C4.5, Naïve Bayes and Artificial Neural Network, and the
max saving cost by this combination was about USD$ 167,000.00.
According Figure 3 the C4.5 algorithm showed the most saving model to detect suspected cases
of fraud when it was applied in the subsample number 12. The subsample number 12 consists of
240 objects, with 50% of objects classified as fraud and 50% of objects classified as legal.
Reaching a saving of USD$ 177,592.00, the model is the most saving when compared with other
classifiers and the most saving when compared the model proposed in [6].
The SVM algorithm created the most saving fraud detection model when it was applied in the
subsample number 80. The subsample consists of 1510 objects, with 40% of objects classified as
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fraud and 53% of objects classified as legal. The most saving model created by SVM has a saving
about 158,732.00, but according Figure 4, the model is not more economic than model proposed
in [6].

Figure 3. Performance of C4.5 classifier in each subsample

Figure 4. Performance of SVM classifier in each subsample
The most saving model using Naïve Bayes algorithm was created by subsample number 20. This
subsample consists of 400 objects, with 50% of objects classifieds as fraud and 50% of objects
classifieds as legal. This model has the worst saving compared with other classifiers proposed by
this work and the worst performance compared with the most saving model proposed in [6].
According Figure 5, the model presented a saving of USD$ 117,486.00.

Figure 5. Performance of Naïve Bayes classifier in each subsample
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The three models created when applied in testing dataset showed different classification of
objects. As shown in Figure 6 there is a diversity of quantity positive class classified by each the
most saving model. According [5] the diversity of results is important to make the combination of
classifiers and created a final prediction of each object in dataset.

Figure 6. Quantity of suspected cases of fraud identified by each the most saving model
Using this diversity presented by the most saving models, they were combining and applied in
testing dataset. The combination of classifiers proposed by this work, which uses the parallel
topology and AVGVote decision function, presented the most saving model compared to all
models applied individually and compared to model proposed in [6]. According Figure 7 the
combination of classifiers reaching a saving about USD$ 183,089.00.

Figure 7. Ranking of the most saving model

5. CONCLUSION
This work combined the classifiers create by C4.5, SVM and Naïve Bayes algorithm to find the
most saving model to detect suspected cases of fraud. Working more deep with subsample of
training automobile claim dataset, the most saving models were selected, combined and applied in
testing dataset. The combination of classifiers was performed by parallel topology and each
object was classified by AVGVote function decision.
These experiments showed that a good subsample can be efficient to build classifiers and to build
a cheaper model to identify suspected cases of fraud. The combination these classifiers presented
better performance than the most saving model proposed in [6], which used combination of
classifiers.
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